remembering my Confirmation

Ask the following questions of three Catholic adults. You may want to tape record their responses, with their permission, or take notes in a small notebook. Be sure to begin each section by stating or writing the name of the person being interviewed.

Afterward, spend some time quietly reflecting on your Confirmation experience and answer the handout questions for yourself to the best of your ability.

1. When and where were you confirmed?

2. How did you prepare for Confirmation? Check any of the following that you participated in and briefly describe the experience:
   ___ classroom instruction or other religious education
   ___ retreats
   ___ service projects

3. Name the people involved in preparing you for this sacrament.

4. Who was your sponsor? Why did you choose this person?

5. What themes or lesson topics do you remember from your preparation?

6. Describe the actual event of Confirmation. What details do you remember? the symbols? the homily? the music?

7. How would you describe the significance of this sacrament in your life—then and now?